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NEW QUESTION: 1
<input id="txtValue" type="text" />

A. Option B
B. Option A
C. Option D
D. Option C
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation: * Input Text Object Properties include:
value: Sets or returns the value of the value attribute of the text field
* Check if text is a null value or an empty string.
Incorrect:
not .get(): there is no input text object property get.
Reference: HTML DOM Input Text Object

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which Cloud storage technology would be accessed via the following URL?
https://cloud.example.com/v1/account/container/object
A. WebDAV
B. pNFS
C. Swift
D. Cinder
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have an on-premises SharePoint environment. Site collection owners can display
embedded dynamic content from other websites.
You must restrict dynamic content from specific website domains.
You need to comply with the new security policy.
Which SharePoint setting should you use?

A. Site app permissions
B. HTML field security
C. Site collection permissions
D. Term store management
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
References:
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/allow-or-restrict-the-ability-to-embed-content-on-sha
repoint-pages- e7baf83f-09d0-4bd1-9058-4aa483ee137b

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following security-focused protocols has confidentiality services operating at a
layer different from the others?
A. Secure socket layer (SSL)
B. Sequenced Packet Exchange (SPX)
C. FTP Secure (FTPS)
D. Secure HTTP (S-HTTP)
Answer: D
Explanation:
All the previous protocols operate at the transport layer except for Secure
HTTP (S-HTTP), which operates at the application layer. S-HTTP has been replaced by
SSL and TLS.
As it is very well explained in the Shon Harris book:
The transport layer receives data from many different applications and assembles the data into
a stream to be properly transmitted over the network. The main protocols that work at this
layer are TCP, UDP, Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), and Sequenced Packet Exchange
(SPX).
NOTE:
Different references can place specific protocols at different layers. For example, many
references place the SSL protocol in the session layer, while other references place it in the
transport layer. It is not that one is right or wrong. The OSI model tries to draw boxes around
reality, but some protocols straddle the different layers. SSL is made up of two protocols- one
works in the lower portion of the session layer and the other works in the transport layer.
For purposes of the CISSP exam, SSL resides in the transport layer.
Reference(s) used for this question:
Harris, Shon (2012-10-18). CISSP All-in-One Exam Guide, 6th Edition (p. 526). McGrawHill. Kindle Edition.
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